e-Procurement

“Save Money - Use e - Procurement”
What is e-Procurement?
e-Procurement is the business-to-business purchase and sale of
Supplies, Work and Services through the internet.

Why e-Procurement?
Easy to access and use (browser-based)
Reduce purchasing paperwork and cycle times
Increase order accuracy
Centralise purchasing
Reduce purchasing cost

Easier ability to audit compliance
Process and Eﬃciency improvements
(the way people work)
Improved commercial relationships with suppliers
Enhanced Management Information

Beneﬁts using e-Procurement
Quick and accurate response to management on Rates and Suppliers
Increase Productivity
Improve handling of customer requisitions and reduction in processing time
Closer collaboration with suppliers with faster decision to improves customer service levels
Reduce exposure of bad delivery / project delays by accessing previous history of Suppliers

Product Features
Online Vendor Registration
e-Catalogue
Purchase Requisition
Request Routing and Approval
Purchase Order Creation
Purchase Order Transmission to Vendor
Receiving/Delivery/Rejections/Replacement
Supplier Performance Management
e-Tender - RFQ Creation/Publish/Invitation
Tender/RFQ - Opening, Evaluation, Approval and Awarding
e-Biding

Dashboard
Scalabe - Multi Company
Search Option
Alers Email & SMS
Workﬂow Driven
Fully Secured
Web Based

SANCY Berhad is a 100% Malaysian-owned company, established as a “Healthcare Solution
Provider” with deep domain knowledge in the healthcare landscape.
We are driven by our focus to deliver “value-based healthcare solutions” at an affordable cost
for the stakeholders in the healthcare industry.
Our healthcare solutions are built with inputs from industry veterans, clinicians, medical
authorities and patients. Designed with intuitive user-interface, our modular products are
scalable and easy to implement, making us the obvious choice for small, mid-sized and
large private as well as public sector hospitals.
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For more informaton on SANCY Healthcare Solutions and services, visit: www.sancyberhad.com
Or contact us now at info@sancyberhad.com

